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Abstract-Tradaonal approaches to the analysis of Illness as a social phenomenon have regarded 
Illness as a form of deviant behavior Although many vanatlons on this theme exist, the assumption 
of illness-as-deviance IS retained by virtually all soclologrcal theories This assumption IS not warranted 
by the expenences of either patients or medical workers, nor has It resulted m any notable contrlbutlons 
to the efficacy of the social sclenceS It IS proposed here that dlness be conceptuahzed as a political 
process, concerned with the allocation of patient and medical worker resources and constramts Such 
an approach brings to the fore an often-neglected charactenstlc of illness organuatlon the inherent 
con&t of interest between patient and physlclan This conflict 1s generated by the fact that illness 
IS simultaneously the physlclan’s work and a disabling of the patient’s se/f Authorltatlve control over 
work for the physicians IS therefore mcompattble wtth the personal mdependence of patients The 
complex work orgamzatlons of contemporary medlcal faclhtles (with their demands for continual co- 
ordmatlon) and the mcreasmgly chrome character of Illnesses (with their problems of lotig-term manage- 
ment) exacerbate this sltuatlon m conslderable degree Conceptualmng illness as a political process 
therefore, allows the begmmngs of an analysis which focusses on the problems of practical and theoretl- 
cal Interest, rather than reinforcing an ideologically-based rhetoric of work management 

Since the emergence of medical sociology [l] a major 
gmdmg prmctple m organizmg research m the area 
has been the notion of illness as a form of deviance, 
a specialized form without doubt, but still one subject 
to social control Over the years, the notion has been 
criticized many times, pmmanly with regard to the 
closely associated notion of “the sick role” and its 
manifestations and consequences [2], but no effective 
crttlclsm has been mounted against the basic assump 
tion about tllness and medical practice which give 
rise to such a conception Even scholars who clearly 
see the major defects of traditional functionalist medi- 
cal sociology [3] have not directly questioned the 
assumption that tllness per se IS deviance 

These dtlliculties have been confounded by the 
vague character of the soctological concept of 
“deviance”, even within the functionalist tradition, the 
notion has been used m contradictory ways Some- 
times deviance 1s claimed to be “stattsttcal” deviance, 
sometimes “normauve” deviance, and somettmes nor- 
mative and statistical deviance are asserted to be the 
same thing, a situation which makes any sort of care- 
ful analysts of concrete problems problematical m the 
extreme The dtfficulties are further compounded by 
the emergence of “liberal” crmques of the functtona- 
list position which assert that deviance comes about 
as the result of “labellmg” or a process of social con- 
struction, without examining the process itself, or 
allowing the putative deviant some say-so m his or 
her defirutional fate [4] This approach, for all it 1s 
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an improvement over the functionahst positton, does 
not suggest any obvious procedures for changing 
social condittons so as to improve the condittons of 
either deviant or “soctety at large” 

As a result of this conluston, both the study of 
deviance and large parts of mdlcd sociology lan- 
guish m the mtellectual doldrums The one-stded 
approaches to the sociologtcal analysis of medtcal 
phenomena have led to two complementary but ster- 
ile research traditions. The first, exempltied most 
recently by Fox and Swayxe [5-J contmues m the tra- 
dition of Parsoman medical sociology to accept the 
occupational ideologies of the medical profession (and 
then concomitant interpretations of events) at face 
value Thus patients are assigned to sick roles and 
their performance as patients is evaluated according 
to the degree to wluch they adhere to the “norms” 
of the role, i.e. to the degree they make no trouble 
for the medical staff. The second is represented by a 
drffuse crtttcal hterature [6] which sees thmgs from 
the point of view of the layman/patient, and concep- 
tuahzes medical staffs as heartless, inhuman and often 
incompetent; prone very much to increase suffering 
through the systematic enforcement of mdigmty as 
they are to relieve it through the use of medical tech- 
nology 

If we are to develop an effective medical sociology, 
we must focus upon the organtzation of medical situa- 
tions and medical work, and not upon the mdividual 
characteristics of people (physicians, nurses, patients) 
in those sttuattons, whether these be exphcnly labelled 
as such (as, e g. m the use of psychoanalytic categories 
to describe activity m medical settmgs), or imphcitly 
defined by such nottons as “norm” and “deviance”, 
which relegate the social aspects of social orgamxa- 
tion to a transcendental otherworld To this end, I 
should like to suggest that the social character of tll- 
ness be conceptualized as a pohtzcal process rather 
than as devtance 
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Traditional conceptions of deviance postulate a sys- 
tem of authorltatlve norms to which adherence IS 
expected by all Failure to meet these expectations 
then constitutes deviance, and such failure 1s sup- 
posed to call out actions from others designed to 
enforce conformity to the norms violated, and poss- 
ably punish the violation as well Such conceptions 
of “norm” lmplicltly put the cart before the horse, 
and leave us with a rarefied social fact which cannot 
be. located m the ordinary conduct of affairs Even 
when the norms m question are codtied and embo- 
died in a formal canon of law or admmlstratlve pro- 
cedure, the nnportant point m soclolog& analysis 
IS the process by which these rules come mto being 
and are maintained m force, and noU)t m their mere 
existence per se This process is necessanly political 
within the usual definitions of the term, the process 
of establishing and enforcing rules of conduct 1s qum- 
tessentially one involvmg “authontatlve allocation of 
values” or the exercise of power 

The attnbutlon of “denance” to a person therefore, 
constitutes a bargaining position taken by one party 
(participant or sociologist) to an on-going process of 
allocating resources and constraints m particular sit- 
uations This strategy may, or may not, prove effec- 
tive, depending upon the interests of other parties to 
the interaction. The crucial pomt 1s that the app!ic- 
able rule m a situation 1s always the result of some 
political process (whether proximate or remote) and 
that the rules are always changing because the polltl- 
cal situation IS constantly being revised Strauss, 
Bucher, Schatzman and their assocltes have used this 
notion of “negotiated order” m a number of studies 
of medical organuatlon [7]. The same ideas can be 
fruitfully applied to the analysis of interaction 
between medical workers and patients, as well as 
among medical workers 

Such an approach allows us to begin with the 
assumption that medical personnel are (by and large) 
both reasonably competent technically, and sincerely 
dedicated to the relief of pam and suffering and the 
cure of Illness. It also allows us to assume that people 
become patients because they don’t feel well, and 
want to get better for their own purposes With these 
very ordmary--even naive-assumptions to begin 
with, we may then go on to enquire as to how things 
go wrong when they do Thus, we may begin to 
analyse and suggest corrections for defects m medical 
orgamzatlon, while acknowledgmg the undemable 
fact that medical procedures do m fact achieve a 
rather large number of successes 

We may begin by noting a fundamental flaw m 
the traditional conceptuahzatlon of the relationship 
between physIcian and patient, the assumption, first 
made by Henderson m 1935 and smce enshrined m 
the medical sociology literature, that the interests of 
physician and patlent are harmonious If not con- 
gruent In fact, this situation apphes only m a hmlted 
circumstances, and the relationship IS fraught with m- 
herent contradlctlons which may appear-to the 
detnment of physlclan, patient, or both-m most con- 
temporary medlcal settmgs. The failure to recogmze 
these contradrctlons 1s m large part responsible for 
both the stenhty of tradltlonal medical sociology and 
the meffectlve pubhc pohcles of the physicians who 
have sponsored It 

The physician-patient relationship has a dual 
nature, even in its simplest form On one side, practlc- 
mg medicine 1s the work of the physician. and he 
must necessarily be as concerned with the condltlons 
of his work as with the particular medical situation 
of particular patients. By this, I do not mean simply 
the problem of fixing fees, but rather the more general 
problem of defining the circumstances under which 
he must work, circumstances which include the fixmg 
and collection of fees, detetmmmg hours of work. the 
distribution of honor and prestige for exceptional 
accomphshment (and of opprobnum for misfeasance), 
the nature of working relationships with a host of 
colleagues and other professionals, and the character 
of relationships with a wide variety of complex 
organizations (hospitals, insurance companies, 
government agencies, and so on) Furthermore. phya- 
clans do not exist simply m some “professional role” 
divorced from other aspects of ordinary life-they are 
spouses and parents, they live m complex commum- 
ties, they have hobbles and debts, friendships and 
enmities. All of these make for differing assessments 
of work and work contmgenaes, and for dflerent pat- 
terns of risk m making decmons about working con- 
dltlons Finally, physicians must handle the problem 
of emotional mvolvement with patients and emo- 
tional response to their problems, despite what their 
teachers and soclologlsts have told them. Style>, tac- 
tics and strategres for doing this vary enormously 
from physician to physician, although certain broad 
patterns can easily be ldentlfied 

From the perspective of the patient, an illness IS 
not work m the sense of “making a hvmg”, it 1s a 
grossly uncomfortable, often painful, often embarrass- 
ing, frequently terrorizmg experience mvolvmg the 
fundamental character Qf the self That IS why patients 
approach physicians m the first place They may 
approach with an attitude ranging along a broad con- 
tinuum from total unreasoning trust to total unrea- 
soning suspicion, but they approach m, and because 
of, a cloud of pam and fear Along with the illness 
and the patlent’s reaction to It come a wide variety 
of other concerns and considerations The patient 
wants, not only relief of suffering, reassurance, and 
mformatlon on his physlcal condltlon he wants them 
at a mmimum of monetary cost, he wants them m 
a mmlmum amount of tnne, he wants them with a 
mmlmum of disruption to ha usual activlttes, and 
he wants them with a mmlmum of further discomfort, 
fear, and mconvemence In addition, patients have 
families, fnends, Jobs, and other interests as well, and 
an Illness impacts these settings to the degree that 
the patient 1s prevented from operatmg effectively m 
them Such interference IS as often a result of the pre- 
scribed regimen as It IS of the disease proper, and 
patients do not often bother to dlstmgulsh too care- 
fully between the two, Indeed, It IS often difficult for 
the physlclan to do so m the face of the extreme side 
effects of many kinds of drugs and procedures 

The physIcian then, must manage both his work 
and the disease as best he can simultaneously, while 
the patlent must manage his disease and the phys~- 
clan’s work And therein lies the essential contradlc- 
tlon m the physician-patient relationship there IS an 
Inherent conflict of interest which can rebound with 
enormous damage to both partles If it 1s not adequa- 
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tely managed And here hes, m turn, the prmcipal 
defect of medical socrology. for to say that the patient 
must adhere m his conduct to the norms of the stck 
role is merely to take the side of the physician, while 
to assert simply that illness IS “labellmg” IS merely 
to take the side of the patient One task of medical 
sociology therefore, IS the analysis of the processes 
by which the inherent contradictions m the physi- 
cian-patient relattonshlp are managed by all parties 
to the relationship These include not only patient 
and physician, but the enormous complex of commtt- 
ments and obligations which both have m their sur- 
rounding social organizations. 

There are a variety of ctrcumstances which tend 
to “‘mask” the contradictory nature of the phystcian- 
patient relationship, while at the same time com- 
poundmg the dtlhculttes of management Two of these 
have overwhelmmg Importance. the fact that medical 
care is increasingly provided m very large complex 
settings. and the fact that many tllnesses are short- 
term and relatively mconsequenttal m their “social side 
effects” to the patients Traditional medical sociology 
has tended to focus rather arbitrarily, on relatively 
short-term acute condthons, often treated by the phy- 
sician m his office Thus, the “model” disease has been 
the common cold or mfluenza, with an occasional 
nod to the possibility of acute appendtcius, surgical 
correction of hernia, and so forth Under such cncum- 
stances, the pain, discomfort, and fear of the patient 
are at a relative mmunum, he can look forward to 
resuming a normal life in a few days, essentially 
“cured” of the problem which drove hnn to the physi- 
cian These are however, the very procedures and 
problems which are most highly routmixed m medical 
practice, which have the lowest rates of error, which 
are best understood by the general public, and which 
allow for a relatively smooth and efficrent processmg 
by the physician and the hospital, as well as “thtrd- 
party” msurance carriers and other interested 
bureaucracies 

Catastrophic, long-term, and chronic illnesses 
which require elaborate contmumg management by 
a complex me&al organrzatton and which severely 
impact (if they do not ehmmate) the normal acttvities 
of patients are an entirely different story It is, m fact, 
from sociological studies of such diseases [S] that the 
notion of illness as politics rather than deviance 
clearly emerges The process of managing such ill- 
nesses requires a different order of skills and pro- 
cedures on the part of both patient and staff The 
patient must become medically quite sophisticated m 
order to “hold up” his end of the treatment, he must 
somehow reconcile himself to a lowered level and re- 
stricted range of activity, to the loss of friends, and 
other social consequences of ha disease, and to his 
potential pauperrmtion by the high costs of the treat- 
ment He must often learn to live with some spectfic 
chronic pain or discomfort, and (certainly not least) 
he must learn to deal with a host of complex bureauc- 
racies which are notably idrosyncratic m their pro- 
cedures 

The physician, on the other hand, must reconcile 
himself to “managmg” rather than “curmg” the ill- 
ness, to surrendering much of his technical autonomy 
to a host of specialists and consultants, to developing 
and managing relatively extensive and intimate rela- 

tionships with patients and their associates, to suffer- 
ing the endlessly repeated failure of procedures which 
do not work, treatments which damage more than 
they help, and the bitterly fought loss of patient after 
patient after patient. In additton, there are the com- 
pounding difficulties of ethical dilemmas the precise 
defimtton of death, the moral burdens accompanymg 
the use (or non-use) of heroic measures, and the 
management of mvolvement with patients And 
finally, physicians must learn to deal with a host of 
complex bureaucracies whtizh are notably idtosyn- 
cratic m their procedures 

In such situations, the contradictions inherent m 
the fact that a single organism embodies one person’s 
work and another person’s #self, come rapidly to the 
fore and generate a host of detailed management 
problems for both physictan and patient These prob- 
lems are Inherently pohtical-they are concerned with 
“who gets what, when, where, how” They involve 
extensive maneuvering on the part of all concerned 
to maximize advantage and mmtmize disadvantage 
under conditions m which “advantage” and “disad- 
vantage” vary both across parties and over time for 
each part They involve the exerctse of power. some- 
times subtly and mdtrectly, somettmes coercively, 
even brutally. 

The balance of power is usually with the medical 
organization (which may or may not be polztzcally 
separable from the attending physician) while the tm- 
portant outcomes and consequences are with the 
patient Patrents of course, aome to realize this very 
quickly, and react in a variety of ways Generally, 
the munediate effect IS to mcrease the patrent’s fear 
and helplessness In turn, this may make for more 
difficult “management” problems for medical person- 
nel, as they confront an ever-mtenstfymg senes of 
worries, complamts, and even threats One of the 
most powerful strategies for handling this sttuatton 
IS the ability of the physician (and often nurses as 
well), to define the problematic conduct of the patient 
as “symptomatic” rather than polihcal, and thus react 
by prescribing rather than negottatmg. Thus, often 
the consequences of the ogamzational defects of 
medical practice are passed on to the patient m 
doubled form once through direct Impact on patient 
quality of life, and again through oppressive responses 
to legitimate complamt This is known m tradmonal 
sociology as “sancttomng conformity to the norms 
of the sick role”, and occurs precisely when the tech- 
nical capacities of the medic&l mstrtuttons are least 
able to delzver thezr “normatzve” service The reductw 
ad absurdzmz of thrs situation occurs when the patient 
IS himself a physician, or at least medically know- 
ledgeable The increased techmcal sophtstication of 
the patrent on the one hand, combmed with the 
increased mvolvement of the medical staff with “one 
of then own” on the other, naturally heightens both 
the probability and the potential damage of the 
general process 

Pecommg “uncooperative” however, 1s not the only 
strategy open to the patient m these sttuattons, and 
defining the patient as psychologically or (what IS tan- 
tamount to the same thmg) morally defective IS not 
the only strategy open to the medical staff Indeed, 
the emergence of such a situation 1s relatively rare, 
and such strategies are often last resorts on the part 
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of physicians and patients alike Patients may m fact 
cultivate a studiously ignorant and deferential help- 
lessness, which thrusts upon the medical staff the 
necessity of vastly more intense momtonng of the 
pattent’s condttion and adherence to the prescribed 
regimen. Thus, such patients may effecttvely force the 
commttment of a dtsproportronate amount of ttme 
and emotional involvement from the medical staff, at 
the same time they jeopardize thetr own chances of 
success through then mabthty or unwtllmgness to 
manage the detatls of their own illness careers 

Pedtatrtc sttuattons are of course particularly sub- 
ject to thts kmd of problem. Glasser [9] m fact notes 
one case in which a leukaemrc child brought along an 
exceptionally knowledgeable parent, who prompt- 
ly prectpttated a major management crtsts on the 
service by using hts knowledge to “supervise” the 
case This ts an interesting juxtaposition of both stra- 
tegic patterns, and 1s not so uncommon but what 
most hospital-based pedratrictans cannot recogmze- 
and dread-it 

Before such extreme situattons occur however, 
there IS usually a long history of negottation and 
maneuver on the part of all concerned, together with 
a series of false starts, misbegotten alliances, and mef- 
fecttve arrangements. It IS m thts broad central range 
of chronic disease sttuattons m which the impact of 
variattons m orgamzahonal processes make them- 
selves felt most subtly and yet most tmportantly. At 
every point m the career of the relattonship between 
physictan and patient the context of negotiatton 
between them ts constramed-often subordmated-to 
the larger scale organizational arrangements which 
surround the relationship For chronic diseases, the 
impact of these influences on the course and ultimate 
outcome of the tllness career 1s no less important than 
the physiology of the patient and the pathology of 
his illness 

Adequate management of illness therefore, requires 
an understanding of these organizational problems 
and contmgenctes It also requires the avatlabthty of 
pohttcal technology adequate to avotd or overcome 
their detrimental tmpltcattons and take advantage of 
their potential benefits. Clearly, the job of the soc~olo- 
gist m this situation IS to perform the analysts leading 
to such an understandmg, and to advtse on the devel- 
opment of such technology In such a view, the often- 
cited dtstmctton between “sociology m medicine” and 
“soctology of medicme” [LO] disappears. Sociology 
“m” medtcme has little purpose beside the tmprove- 
ment of the character and results of medical work, 
and this can be achieved only by the practice of socto- 
logy “of’ medicine In other words, medical soctology 
(as, equally, other sorts of social science) wtll improve 
sharply m technical quality to the extent tt abandons 
the specious myth that tt IS dtvorced (in practice, but 
not rn theory) from the problems of the world. 

Medical services are organized m a wide vartety 
of ways The most fundamental distmction IS between 
“m-patient” and “out-patient”, the formal orgamza- 
tional embodtments bemg (typtcalIy) hospttal wards 
and clmics respectively A given ward often serves 
patients wtth a vanety of more-or-less closely related 
problems; at the very least “medical” wards are separ- 
ated from “surgical” and “psychiatrtc” services 
Except in the rare case of specialized research ser- 

vices, wards and chnics both have a number of differ- 
ent medical specialties m attendance upon then 
patients, and the “mtx” changes contmually as the 
problems of particular patients come and go In 
teaching hospitals, the physician who is routinely “on 
the service” is the house officer, an intern or resident 
House officers’ periods of service however, often last 
only a month or two, and rarely for more than a 
year The major contmmty of medical care on a ser- 
vice (such as it is) IS provtded by the nurses, who 
are nommally permanent m their positions In fact 
however, there 1s a very large turnover in nurses on 
most services [ll]. 

As a consequence, we have a situation m which 
the working arrangements among the professional 
staff of a service are constantly in process of re-nego- 
ttatton as established relationships dissolve with the 
high turnover and new relationships mvolvmg new 
people and different specialties are obhged to form. 
Strauss [12] has analysed a variety of the work con- 
tmgenctes which can arise as a result of the rotational 
system for house officers. When combmed wtth the 
more irregular turnover of nurses, admnustrattve per- 
sonnel, and attending physicians, the mamtenance of 
stable workmg relationships on a service 1s clearly 
a complex and resource-consummg problem [13] 

The patient of course arnves m the midst of this 
sttuatton knowing little or nothing about tt If he IS 
lucky, he wtll not arrtve at the begmnmg of the rota- 
ttonal turn of a slightly undertrained intern, comci- 
dent wtth the departure of a respected longterm head 
nurse and the emergence of serious disputes over pro- 
cedure and philosophy among the senior physicians 
on the service 

He will be luckier still, d hts problem requires the 
attention of only a smgle physician When diseases 
become complex and multtfaceted, they requtre the 
services of a wade variety of medical spectahttes, each 
with tts own perspective on treatment and the evalu- 
ation of the myriad trade-offs and contmgencies 
among alternative treatments. Patients with many 
physicians run the risk of becoming embroiled as m- 
nocent vtcttms m disputes over whether surgery or 
chemotherapy IS the approprtate procedure; over the 
advisable dosage limits to powerful or dangerous 
drugs, over the jurisdtcttonal boundaries between 
phystcians whose work overlaps; and m a variety of 
other possible disputes. These problems arise because 
the work is inherently uncertam, and because it m- 
trmsically requtres a wider variety of skill than any 
single person can hope to attam Thts m turn mevtta- 
bly makes for jurtsdictional and phtlosophtcal dts- 
putes among physicians m situations m which segre- 
gating them from one another IS impossible Thus, 
a patient may find himself rapidly taken off and 
returned to and agam taken off a potentially habtt- 
forming drug, or discover that an intrusive and un- 
comfortable dtagnosttc procedure has come to naught 
because of technical dtsagreements among physicians 
on the approprtate methods of analysts That such 
occurrences are relatwely rare is a tribute to the 
generally high level of dedication and responstbthty 
m the medical profession That they occur m the first 
place (and the absolute frequency of such occurrences 
is large), is a trtbute to the gross misorganmatton un- 
der which the mstitution labors 
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The elaborate hierarchy whrch exists on medlcal 
services serves to compound these dlfficultles enor- 
mously Medical services may well be. unique m the 
number of different ranks of office they can cram mto 
a ‘production” setting In a large teaching hospital 
it 1s possible to find eight different ranks clustered 
around the bed of a single patient orderly, nurse, 
head nurse, intern, resident, chief resident, attending 
physlclan, chief-of-service. Of these, seven claim to be 
professionals, and have at least some means to 
enforce the claim They also each claim to provide 
care of the patient accordmg to technical cntena. Yet 
each of these must also take orders from or give 
orders to the others, and each claims some ethical 
and moral responslbtilty for the welfare of the patient 
That all of these people have rather different concep- 
tions of their relative strengths and weaknesses-tech- 
nical and moral-there can be no doubt When these 
alternative conceptions become exphclt, the risk to 
the patients’ welfare rises rapidly. Because precise 
analysis of medical service hierarchies 1s still m its 
technical infancy, relatively little can be said at this 
point about the impact of specific hlerarchlcal pat- 
terns on patient care and welfare Nevertheless, it 1s 
clear that the potential for mls- and non-coordmatlon 
1s extremely high 

A frequent result of these organlzatlonal comphca- 
tlons IS the exacerbation of a tendency already present 
m work of this kmd the medical staff begins to treat 
the patient like a “case”, and not like a person That 
is, as the problems of managing the work (as over 
against the illness) multiply, there 1s an increasing 
tendency to fall back for support upon more-or-less 
well-understood routmlzed procedures (often rooted 
m abstract theory or ideology) whch may apply re- 
gardless of the particular circumstances involved This 
applies as much to the social control of patients as 
it does to the choice of technical procedure, and it 
applies most of all to the settlement of Junsdlctlonal 
and other “admmatratlve” disputes Professional 
prerogative m these latter situations often overrldes 
the interests of the patient, especially d the cost to 
the patient IS measured m mconvemence, uncertainty 
or monetary expense rather than severe pain or 
threat to life Thus, a patient who 1s a “management 
problem” (“turkey”, “crock”) may receive tranqulllz- 
mg medication at the request of nurses or house 
officers, and it 1s not unheard of for mild doses of 
such medication to be increased through “accidental” 
multiple admmlstratlon The extreme (but not unique) 
example of such practice 1s described by Strauss and 
Glaser [14] 

The degree to which a particular patient may have 
to face some or all of these contmgencles m his medl- 
cal career varies widely with circumstances-the 
problems are clearly more intense m larger, research- 
oriented teaching hospitals, especially those con- 
nected directly to medical schools Contingent cir- 
cumstances also might include the season of the year, 
the social characterlstlcs of the patient, the type of 
service, and so on Whatever the particular situation 
faced by the patient however, he 1s faced with the 
problem of somehow managing his illness (and the 
rest of his life) despite the problems presented directly 
or indirectly by the orgamzatton of the service Few 
patients are sufficiently familiar with the complexities 

of hospital and chmc life to manage the various con- 
tingencies effectively Fewer still are physically up to 
it-illnesses have a tendency to distract people from 
the relatively delicate nuances of their immediate sit- 
uations To consider the patient as “deviant” m such 
sltuatlons (whether he IS “really” deviant or whether 
“society” Just “says he is”) is to completely miss the 
point of what happens to the patient, and to the medl- 
cal staff The pattent m such a situation IS faced with 
a complex pohtlcal order, constantly m flux and con- 
stantly throwing up new problems and contingencies 
which have important rmplicatlons for the patient’s 
life, liberty and capacity to pursue happiness Patients 
tend to respond to these sltuatlons with a varying 
mix of pohtlcal tactics and strategies, some successful, 
others unsuccessful. In this perspective, the assign- 
ment of the patient to a “devutnt” category 1s one 
more deblhtatmg symptom of his illness career, one 
imposed by the social order he IS supposed to uphold 
rather than by a defective physiology 
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